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As yet another semester gets rolling, the trusty Other Press staff are 
dusting off our keyboards and getting back to kickin' out the weekly 
mish-mash that makes up our beloved campus newspaper. Believe it or 
not, this is our 30th year of publication. Oh how time flies. It seems like 
yesterday we were laying out the 25th anniversary issue. Much like 
Saturday Night Live, we just keep coming back year after year, with-
fluxuating quality and an ever rotating staff. I'm happy to say that this 
season we're looking particularly strong with some hot new sketches. 
If you're new to Douglas this year, I urge you get in the habit of 
reading this fme publication right off the bat. We hit the stands every 
Thursday and try to make each issue an interesting read that's readily 
equipped to kill time on your commute to school, during bathroom 
breaks, or even that misguided History class that you never should have 
signed up for. 
We've got a few changes in the works including a few new columns 
and several new section editors to bring in some fresh ideas. 
Essentially, we are here to serve you. This is a paper by the people, 
for the people so to speak. So if there's something you'd like to see in 
these pages, feel free to drop me a line directly and pass your feedback 
along. I can be contacted at editor.otherpress@gmail.com. 
It's also high on our to-do list to bring some new students into the 
fold. We're anxiously seeking-out talent to join the ranks of the OP cult. 
As you'll see on the following pages, the paper contains news, sports, 
opinions, features and an ever swelling amount of A&E coverage. If 
've got something to say, or just want to experience the mystical 
world of student journalism, I urge you to get involved. We're also look-
ing for some arty folk to assist with illustration and cartoon submissions. 
There are two ways to get this process started. First off, attend one 
of our weekly meetings. We gather at 6pm sharp every Thursday down 
in the OP office in room 1020 and we're always happy to see some new 
faces. This is the best way to weigh your contribution options. 
Alternately, figure out what section of the paper interests you and email 
that section editor directly. If you find yourself at a loss for direction, 
feel free to contact me for some input. You can find all necessary email 
addresses in the masthead on the inside page of every issue. You will 
fmd the editors are more than willing to assign stories, or allow you to 
write on a topic that interests you. 
As a card carrying member of the Canadian University Press organi-
zation, I can assure you that there's a lot more to this student newspaper 
thing than you might imagine. A host of regional and national confer-
ences take place every year, as does the opportunity to see your work 
published in campus papers across the country. Further to that, we offer 
the chance to work on your writing skills, as well as the opportunity to 
gain experience in editing, graphic design, newspaper layout, photogra-
phy, advertising sales, beer drinking, and the lost art of the 
Lambada ... yes, that's right, the forbidden dance. Anyway, enough of 
this waffle. Let's get to the issue. It's time to get this party started. Live 
From Douglas, It's The Other Press! 
Editor-In-Chief 
Trevor Hargreaves 
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NEWS 
Douglas First Nations Centre Gets Upgrading 
New Interim Coordination Hopes to Improve and Add Services 
Nicole Burton, OP News Editor 
As Douglas College's new acting coordinator for the First 
Nations Students Centre, Mae Bickley has a lot to look for-
ward to in the corning semester. 
In addition to regular upkeep around the First Nations 
Office (located in Rm 4830B at the New Westminster Campus 
and Rm A1061 at the David Lam Campus in Coquitlam), 
Bickley plans to up the Centre's presence on campus and on 
the Douglas College website in the corning months. 
Bickley is a member of the Tsimshian Nation and began 
her career as a program coordinator while working in B.C. 
high schools. She joined Douglas' student services staff team 
in the Summer of 2006. 
''I'm currently working on the First Nations Centre web-
site, which really needs some updating," she said. "In addition, 
we want First Nations students at Douglas to know that we 
have our own MyDouglas account. I don't just want to say, 
'Are you aware that we have this [service]?' but I want people 
to be able to 11se the service." 
Bickley estimates that there are roughly 100 Indigenous 
students currently enrolled at Douglas, but she admits that 
this number doesn't include everyone. 
"Some Aboriginal students who, for example, don't have 
Status cards, are not enrolled specifically as First Nations stu-
dents and are not receiving the same funding and benefits as 
some of our other students." 
Bickley explains that this is one of many reasons she 
wants to start a Buddy system through the First Nations 
Centre. Through such a service, new Indigenous students 
could pair up with others who have passed through a year or 
two in the school and know the ropes. 
"This system could be especially useful for some members 
of Douglas' First Nations community who are coming to 
Douglas from a reserve or small community up north, and it's 
their first time in a big city," she explained. 
"In a situation like that, connecting to another person in 
your community who shares some of your experience as an 
Aboriginal person can help more than words can say." 
'Community sharing' is also an 
important objective for the semes-
ter, Bickley adds. This means a 
sharing between both Indigenous 
and non-Indigenous students in the 
D ouglas College community. She 
hopes to begin this by putting 
together a schedule of workshops 
and forums on Indigenous culture, 
arts and crafts, history, and current 
issues facing First Nations commu-
nities in BC and across Canada. 
These programs and activities 
would be open to everyone at 
Douglas. 
As the First Nations Centre 
coordinator, Bickley is also charged 
with hiring a student assistant to 
help with work in the Centre. For 
students interested in hearing more about this position, 
can look it up on www.workopolis.com as information 
becomes available. 
For information on upcoming workshops, First " ~ ••u'-'"'" 
Centre-sponsored events, or any of the First Nations 
services, students are encouraged to visit the office or give 
Mae Bickley a call at 604-527-5565 in New Westminster or 
604-777-6188 at D avid Lam Campus in Coquitlam. 
Sex Work Should be Decriminalized, Report Says 
Legal society calls for same rights and protections for sex workers as for othe 
Kevin Tilley, The Peak (Simon Fraser University) 
BURNABY (CUP)-Prostitution should not only be decrimi-
nalized, but sex workers should be afforded the same rights 
and protections as other employees, says a report from 
Vancouver-based Pivot Legal Society released June 20. 
Entitled "Beyond Decriminalisation", the report examines 
the legal ramifications of decriminalizing sex work in B.C., 
and proposes that sex workers be entitled to Employment 
Insurance, have the right to unionize, and be subject to all 
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health and safety regulations currently in place for other 
employees in the country. 
Katrina Pacey, a lawyer with the Pivot Legal Society and 
one of the authors of the report, argues that the proposal of 
decriminalizing prostitution in Canada was insufficient 
because "we realized that there was a whole wide range of 
legislation that would become applicable because [sex work] 
wouldn't be a black market anymore." 
Rather than impose a heavy licensing scheme and restrict 
sex work to a "red light district" - as in Amsterdam - the 
authors of the report advocate for a more liberal program 
where brothels would operate like other businesses and sex 
workers like other employees. 
The society claims that this would offer greater protection 
for both sex workers and their clients. 
This is the Pivot Legal Society's second report on sex work 
and law reform. In 2004, they released a report arguing that 
sections of the Criminal Code concerning prostitution should 
be repealed because they violate the human rights of people 
involved in sex work. 
"Our laws are killing people [because] they've created the 
social and legal milieu in which predatory, misogynist men can 
prey on women," said John Lowman, one of the authors of 
the report and a professor in criminology at Burnaby's Simon 
Fraser University. 
Lowman pointed to the steady rise of deaths in the sex 
industry in the last few decades as evidence. 
Robert William Pickton, who has been charged with killing 26 
women from Vancouver's Downtown Eastside, is one of the 
manifestations of this trend. Sex-industry serial killers are sus-
pected to be operating in Edmonton and Niagara, and hun-
dreds of women are missing from the Prairie provinces. 
Violence against sex workers, meanwhile, continues to be a 
problem across the country. 
"I think the urgency is so overwhelming in terms of the 
extraordinary situation we're seeing in many Canadian 
We're beyond the words 'urgent action is needed,"' said 
Lowman. 
While numerous models exist around the world in term 
of dealing with sex work, the Pivot Legal Society is lookin 
specifically to the model recently introduced in New Zeala 
as the one closest to the ideal. 
"It's a model that is being strongly supported by sex w 
ers internationally. [New Zealand] decriminalized it in 200 
but didn't impose really heavy regulation as a result of the 
reform," explained Pacey. 
The result, they say, has been an environment that is r 
tively safe and open to monitoring, while protecting the 
human rights of the sex workers at the same time. 
The need to look for alternate models with regard to s 
work is all the more urgent given the 2010 Olympics, whi 
will be held in Vancouver. 
Other Olympic host cities such as Athens experienced 
upsurge in sex work during the games, while the 2006 Wot 
Cup in Germany has attracted a reported 40,000 sex work 
into the country to meet the increased demand during the 
event. 
The authors of the report were puzzled by Vancouver 
Mayor Sam Sullivan's conspicuous absence from the launc 
the report, especially given his claim that sex work would 
one of his primary issues as mayor. 
Should the report fail to elicit the appropriate respons . 
from government, Katrina Pacey and the Pivot Legal Soci 
have an alternative strategy in mind: "One thing we're wo 
ing on is going before the court with a group of plaintiffs 
constitutionally challenging the criminal laws in Canada [c · 
cerning prostitution]." 
A successful constitutional challenge would have the 
courts strike down the sections of the criminal code cone 
ing prostitution. 
ride is Out and Proud on Campus 
n interview with newly elected Pride Liaison Chris Sleightholme 
Nicole Burton, OP News Editor 
one of the most active student groups on campus at 
College, the Pride Collective plans for this semester 
filled with activity in coming weeks. 
Through a variety of educational awareness campaigns and 
throughout the year, the Douglas Students Union Pride 
- ·u"'-u''" focuses on providing a safe and supportive space 
bisexual, lesbian, gay, transgender and "questioning" 
students, and encouraging alliances between queer 
and non-queer students against hate and discrimina-
at the school. 
Alongside other student representatives, the Pride collec-
has representation in the Douglas Students Union 
an elected position called the Pride Liaison. Douglas' 
Pride Liaison, Chris Sleightholme, was just elected in 
Spring semester and is now busy beginning work for the 
school year. 
I got the chance to catch up with Chris last week for a 
interview. I asked him more about his role in Pride, 
role on campus, and the challenges that remain for 
respect and understanding of marginalized groups 
at Douglas. 
First of all, what drew you to running for the posi-
of Pride Liaison this year? 
"I decided to run for the pride liaison position because 
it as an opportunity to try to change and fix the prob-
in the Students' union. I also wanted the pride collective 
a larger presence on campus. Being gay myself, it's 
to me that the collective is seen and heard so that 
How long have you been involved in the Pride col-
What projects have you worked on? 
: ''Well I've been involved in the collective since my ftrst 
-''"~'·"'· so winter of 2004. Since then I have volunteered my 
in the pride room, worked on the positive space cam-
and written articles on queer issues for the Other Press. 
helped organize coming out week, and pink triangle 
What do you see happening for the Pride Collective 
corning semester/year? 
I m $25 000 
1n student deb! . 
newseditor@gmail.com 
Chris: "I would like to see the collective be more visible on 
campus. We will of course be planning our usual coming out 
week and pink triangle week festivities. I would also like to see 
more volunteers in the collective so that the pride centre 
(room) could be open longer and be more accessible to the 
community." 
OP: Any new programs or activities? 
Chris: ''We have one new program that we're in the process 
of refining. This program is the STOP HATE campaign. At 
the moment, we have posters all over the school with num-
bers to call if anyone sees people harassing people or vandal-
izing the campaign materials." 
OP: What are some of the challenges that the Pride col-
lective faces at Douglas? 
Chris: ''Well some of the challenges that we face at Douglas 
are constant vandalism of our materials in the SUB. Even 
today someone witnessed and identified a person with an 
accomplice ripping down some STOP HATE posters. This of 
course is a serious matter that will be dealt with in an appro-
priate manner. This isn't the fust hate crime to occur in the 
SUB and such vandalism is an ongoing problem. I fust 
noticed this after an act of violent vandalism last summer in 
the SUB when all the pride and aboriginal campaign materials 
in the office were destroyed in the early hours of the morning. 
We have also had complaints of harassment from queer guest 
who have come to our various pub nights. These are things 
that absolutely disgust me; to think that adults can't have any 
respect for other people on campus makes me believe that 
we're all still in high school. Another challenge that we face is 
when we're campaigning, students have in the past been rude 
to me, as well as my volunteers when we have been handing 
out pamphlets for various events. The thought that they 
would be considered gay for taking one or participating in the 
event is ridiculous and shows us just how insecure they really 
are. But I hope this year we will be able to overcome these 
problems and truly make the SUB and Campus a positive 
place to work and learn. 
OP: Thank you Chris, and good luck with the coming 
semester. 
PHOTO BY MEYSAM MOTAZEDI 
Important 
Dates to 
Remember 
This Month 
Sept 1- NOV 1 5: Applications or reapplications for 
Winter for General Admission programs will be 
processed but students will receive a late registration 
appointment time. 
Sept 5 to 12: Course drop refund during this peri-
od is $35 per credit. 
Sept 16: Last day to add a course. 
Last day to change from credit to audit status in a 
course. 
Sept 1 7: Last day to drop a course without receiving 
a ''W" on record (subsequent withdrawals receive a 
grade of ''W'). 
Sept 2 2: Last day to apply for Winter Graduation 
Qanuary). 
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Where have all the Merrymakers Gone? 
Stephanie Smith, OP Sports Editor 
The HL off-season. One of the busiest times in hockey, where players switch teams faster 
than a drunk girl at a frat party. This season was especially busy, with more players than ever 
becoming free agents. With this huge pool of players bound to move, and a cap that is slight-
ly higher this year, how to keep track of the player movements? Where have all your 
favourite players ended up? And what has your favourite team become? Well, fear not my 
hockey crazed friends, for I have come to the rescue! A list of what teams have acquired 
what big name players, and some that are still available. 
Anaheim D ucks: In a bold move, Chris Pronger requested a trade 
from the Stanley Cup finalist Edmonton Oilers. The Norris Trophy 
winning defenseman was snagged by the Anaheim Ducks but came for 
a price. The Ducks had to take on his huge salary, and traded Joffrey 
Lupul, Ladislav Smid, and a few draft picks. They also managed to 
extend contracts to Teemu Selanne and goaltender Ilya Bryzgalov. 
Boston Bruins: In move that rivals the signing of Chris Pronger, the 
Bruins signed free agent defensemen and former Ottawa Senator, 
Zdeno Chara. Highly coveted and worth a whopping 37.5 million dol-
lars for five years, he was one of the biggest moves in this off season. 
The Bruins also signed free agent Shean Donovan to a two year con-
tract. 
Buffalo Sabres: With so many players becoming free agents, they 
mosdy focused on keeping what players they had already. The sabres 
opted to re-sign Daniel Briere, Maxim Afinogenov, Tin Connolly, 
Jason Pominville, and Martin Biron. 
Calgary Flames: The Calgary Flames signed former Colorado 
Avalanche star Alex Tanguay to a three year contract in July. They also 
re-signed Chuck Kobasew, Kristian Huselias, and Matthew Lombardi. 
Colorado Avalanche: The Avs were not as busy as a lot of teams, 
and in fact lost more key players than they picked up. They did resign 
goaltender Peter Budaj and managed to grab up free agent Tyler 
Amason, as well as free agent Ken Klee. 
Dallas Stars: With so many of the Stars becoming free agents, they 
had to make some moves. And moves they made. The Stars picked up 
Darryl Sydor in a trade from the Tampa Bay Lightning for a 2008 4th 
round draft pick. They also signed free agents Jeff Halpern, Matthew 
Barnaby, and Eric Lindros. Not to mention the re-signing of Steve 
Ott. 
Detroit Red Wings: With the retirement of Steve Yzerman, the Red 
Wings will undoubtedly be a different team, regardless of how many 
other players change. The Red Wings did pick up a few noteworthy 
players, signing free agents Danny Markov and 41 year-old goaltender 
Dominik Hasek. 
Edmonton Oilers: The Oilers, fresh off a monumental and surpris-
ing Cup run have made many changes to their roster, most notably by 
picking up free agents Marty Reasoner, Daniel Tjarnqvist, and Petr 
Sykora. They picked up Joffrey Lupul and Ladislav Smid in the trade 
for Chris Pronger. They also re-signed Shawn Horcoff, )arret Stoll, and 
Ales Hemsky. 
Florida Panthers: Perhaps one of the busiest teams, and part of one 
of the biggest blockbuster trade deals this year, the Florida Panthers 
have entirely changed. In a 5 player trade with the Vancouver Canucks, 
the Panthers lost star goaltender Roberto Luongo, but picked up Todd 
Bertuzzi, Bryan Allen, and goaltender Alex Auld from Vancouver. The 
Panthers also signed free agents Ruslan Salei and Ed Belfour and re-
signed Mike Van Ryn and Nathan Horton. 
Los Angeles Kings: The Kings picked up Scott Thornton from San 
Jose, and reclaimed prize defenseman Rob Blake back from the 
Colorado Avalanche. They also picked up some goaltending in the 
form of former Vancouver Canuck Dan Cloutier for a couple of 
future draft picks. On top of that they re-signed Matthieu Garon and 
Sean Avery as well. 
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Minnesota Wild: With the huge number of free agents on this 
team, one would expect them to make sweeping changes across t 
board. However, they didn't really. They mostly re-signed the play 
they already had. These include Mikko Koivu, Pascal Dupuis, Der 
Boogaard, and Marion Gaborik, The exceptions being the signing 
free agents Branko Radivojavic, and Mark Parrish. 
Montreal Canadiens: Not much action coming out of Montreal 
this year. They re-signed many of their existing players; such as 
Mike Ribeiro, Mike Komisarek, David Aebischer, and Michael Ry 
They also picked up free agent Sergei Samsanov. 
N ew Jersey Devils: Re-signed Patrik Elias to a seven year, 42 m· 
lion dollar contract, as well as re-signing Jamie Langenbrunner, th 
have not tested the free agent market too deeply. 
NY Rangers: The Rangers re-signed Martin Straka and Marcel 
Hossa as well as picking up free agents Brendan Shanahan, Aaro 
Ward, and Tom Pori. 
Ottawa Senators: The Sens have again been busy. After a disap-
pointing end to· what should have been their year they've decided 
not to change it up too much. They re-signed Jason Spezza, Ray 
Ernrey, Chris Neil, and Antione Vermette. 
Phoenix Coyotes: They Coyotes have decided to change it up i 
big way. They picked up one of the big name free agents almost 
immediately. They snagged up former Vancouver Canucks Ed 
Jovanovski, as well as free agents Jeremy Roenick, Georges Laraq 
and Owen Nolan. They also re-signed Phillipe Sauve, Oleg Sapri 
Mike Comrie, and Ladislav Nagy. 
Pittsburgh Penguins: The Pens signed free agent and former 
Vancouver Canuck Jarkko Ruutu, as well as signing Ronald 
Petrovicky and Mark Recchi. They also re-signed goaltender Mar 
Andrew Fleury. 
St . Louis Blues: After ·an incredibly disappointing season, the B 
have decided that sweeping changes were in order. They signed f 
agents Doug Weight, Dan Hinote, Bill Guerin, Martin Ruchinsky 
and Manny Legace. They also re-signed Tomas Mojzis, and Eric 
Brewer. 
Tamp a Bay Lightning: Not too busy they signed free agent Fi 
Kuba, and re-signed Cory Sarich and Ruslan Fedotenko. They als 
picked up Marc Denis in a trade from Columbus for Fredrik Mo 
and Fredrik Norrena. 
Toronto M aple Leafs: With a slew of players becoming free 
agents, the Leafs re-signed Bryan McCabe, Tomas Kaberle, Nik 
Antropov, and Kyle Wellwood. They also signed free agents Pave 
Kubina, Hal Gill, and Michael Peca. With Ed Belfour's contact n 
being renewed they also traded goaltending prospect Tuukka Ras 
to the Boston Bruins for young goaltender Andrew Raycroft. 
Vancouver Canucks: Another team who had a disappointing se 
son, the Canucks were looking to make some changes. To do so, 
they signed free agents Willie Mitchell, Marc Chouinard, and Jan 
Bulis. The Canucks also re-signed the Sedin twins, Lee Goren, T 
Bouck and Kevin Bieksa. As well as this they picked up Tyler Py 
in a trade from Buffalo and prize goaltender Roberto Luongo in 
trade from Florida. 
Thursday August 31st, Toronto Argonauts offensive lineman Bernatd Williams was 
with sexual assault. Toronto police claim that they began looking into the allegations 
that same day. Williams is facing accusations that he sexually assaulted a 21-yeat-old 
whom he met at a downtown Toronto nightclub Monday night. He left with the 
and went to the home of one of her friends in Etobicoke where the assault is alleged 
have occurred. Williams turned himself into police last Thursday morning and was freed on 
. ,,v.,,vv bail posted by Argos president Keith Pelley and Argos head coach Mike Clemons fol-
a court appeatance. His next scheduled court date is to be on September 29, claims the 
lawyer, Steve Skurka. 
Pelley stated that he and Clemons met with Williams on the morning of September 1st. 
unequivocally told us that his plea of not guilty was incredibly strong and he and his 
plan to fight this vigorously," claimed Pelley. "Having said that there is no question, it is 
emotional drain and as he called it, one of the most difficult days of his life." 
Williams flew home to the Atlanta suburb of Jonesboro where he resides in the off-season 
his wife. Mike Clemons was reluctant to discuss the implications of the sexual assault 
on his much publicised "Stop the Violence" campaign. The charity effort reaches out to 
people in violence prone communities. "At this moment those things ate out of our 
" he said. "His biggest disappointment with himself is putting himself in that situation. 
understands he never should have done that." 
Pelley said it could be several months before Williams' case comes up for trial and most 
not until after the end of the CFL season in November. "Bernard is looking forward to 
trial," Skurka said. "The Argos have made a commitment to keep him on the team and they 
to be commended for that." In a three-page statement issued by the Argos they claimed 
they would cooperate with the police but would comment no further on the case. "We 
the presumption of innocence as Bernatd faces this chatge in courts," the Argos 
boula@gmail.com 
San Jose Shark 
DUI Hit & Run 
Stephanie Smith, OP Sports Editor 
San Jose Sharks forward Mark Bell was arrested Monday morning on suspicion of drunk driv-
ing and felony hit-and-run following an early morning accident during the Labour Day week-
end. San Jose police were called to the scene of a two-car accident eatly Monday according to 
Sgt. Nick Muyo. San Jose police say Bell reat-ended a pickup truck at a stop sign and then 
abandoned his own vehicle. Officers located Bell near the scene of the accident and adminis-
tered chemical tests. Bell was then arrested and booked into the San Jose County Jail, Muyo 
said. Bell was later released on $35,000.00 bail. 
On Tuesday Bell hired Ken Robinson as his attorney. Robinson said his client is scheduled 
to appeat in court on Sept. 18, three days after the Sharks open training camp, although that 
date might still be subject to change. Robinson plans to discuss the case with the district attor-
ney's office later this week. Muyo said the police department wouldn't yet release results of its 
chemical tests. The truck driver's condition wasn't immediately available, but the injuries he sus-
tained weren't thought to be serious. Bell, who was examined by paramedics, was not injured. 
Muyo did not disclose Bell's blood-alcohol level, but said the player was cooperative with offi-
cers. Both vehicles sustained heavy damages. 
Bell was expected to play alongside NHL MVP Joe Thornton and goal-scoring champion 
Jonathan Cheechoo on San Jose's top line this fall. Bell had been in San Jose for at least two 
weeks, working out and skating with his new teammates in anticipation of training camp. "We 
are aware of the incident, and it's not one that our organization takes lightly," said the Sharks' 
president and CEO Greg Jamison. "Mark is an excellent young man. Our organization has 
always believed in accountability and responsibility for your actions. We are in the process of 
finding out the details of the situation and will treat this as an internal matter moving forward." 
Douglas Sports Comer 
Calendar of Upcoming Games 
Men's Basketball: 
Away game vs. UBC Thunderbirds. Game takes place in Vancouver Wed. Sept 27. 
Home game vs. SFU Clan. Game takes place in New Westminster Fri. Sept. 29 - 6:00pm. 
Home game vs. Alwnni. Game takes place in New Westminster Sat. Sept. 30 - 7:00pm. 
Women's Basketball: 
Home game vs. UCFV Cascades. Game takes place in New Westminster Fri. Sept. 29 4:00pm. 
Home game vs. Alumni. Game takes place in New Westminster Sat. Sept. 30- 5:00pm. 
Away game vs. 1WU Spattans. Game takes place in Langley Thu. Oct 5 - 6:00pm. 
Men's Soccer: 
Away game vs. Maslaspina Matiners. Game takes place in Nanaimo Sat Sept. 9 - 3:00pm. 
Away game vs. Capilano Blues. Game takes place in North Vancouver Sun. Sept. 10- 3:00pm. 
Away game vs. Kwantlen Eagles. Game takes place in Surrey Sun. Sept. 17 - 2:00pm. 
Women's Soccer: 
Away game vs. Malaspina Matiners. Game takes place in Nanaimo Sat. Sept. 9 - 1:OOpm. 
Away game vs. Capilano Blues. Game takes place in North Vancouver Sun. Sept. 10 -1:00pm 
Away game vs. Kwantlen Eagles. Game takes place in Surrey Sun. Sept. 17 - 12:00pm. 
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·Stuff I've Been Listening To 
. Luke Simcoe, OP Contributor 
Downloaded: 
Alexisonfire - Crisis (Advance copy) 
Spank Rock- YoYoYoYoYo 
The Roots - Game Theory 
MSTRKRFT- The Looks 
Listened To: 
Rogue Wave - Descended Like Vultures 
Ex Models - Zoo Psychology ' 
Welcome to my inaugural column! I'm stealing the format 
' from Nick Hornby's column in The Believer (for his version, 
simply replace "Listening To" with "Reading''), and will sort 
of give a rundown on the various albums that I've down-
, loaded, errr ... bought ... on !-Tunes, and what else has been 
in my rotation lately. I'll try to dedicate the downloaded sec-
tion to new material, but the gloves are off in regards to what 
I've been listening to. It won't always be the newest or rarest, 
but my plan is to occasionally turn you on to something 
undiscovered, get you to dust off something you've forgot, or 
at the very least, bombard you with my glaring status as a 
member of the musical intelligentsia. I'm also hoping that 
they'll stick a picture of me next to the column. 
Alexisonfire - Cri!is " 
On Crisis, Alexisonfire complete the slow descent into medi-
ocrity that they began on Watch Out! The ringmg tones, intri-
cate fretwork and cryptic personal lyrics that made their debut 
so good are gone, replaced by wall-of-sound distortion, chug-
ging power chords, too many whoa-ohs, and boilerplate 
teenage angst. When I first heard AOF's eponymous album, I 
was convinced that the boys from St. Catherines were going 
to save hardcore, so it pains me to put the boots to them, but 
Crisis is almost unlistenable. 
Spank Rock- YoYoYoYoYo 
In 1987, Big Black released an album called Songs About 
F11cking. Spank Rock has basically put this album to a bunch 
of electroclash beats and replaced Big B with MC Naeem 
Juwan. Spank Rock succeeds as a joke band; the beats are cool 
and Juwan can rap, but vapid lyrical content is vapid lyrical 
content whether it's aimed at sexually frustrated indie-hop 
kids or sweatsuit clad Busta Rhymes fans. This album is like a 
condom; it has its purpose, but it's ultimately di~posable. 
The Roots - Game Theory 
It's the Roots ... every album knocks. Each new album consis-
tently fails to deliver on the promise that they showed on 
Illadelph Ha!flife, but that doesn't mean that each new album 
isn't better than 90% of what gets put on wax in the hip-hop 
world. This is ?uestlove and company's first album for Def 
Jam, and despite the presence of Jay-Z at the company's helm, 
Game Theory is a return to form for the Roots after The Tipping 
Poinfs brief foray into the mainstream. 
MSTRKRFT- The Looks 
I could go on about this album, and how awesome it is that 
they named themselves aftell Canadian Tire's tool brand, but 
the big story here is the demise of Death From Above 1 
Jesse Keeler, who was half of DFA and is half of 
MSTRKRFT, posted an open letter on the band's myspace 
page detailing how he and Sebastien Granger had grown 
apart, and how he didn't want to end up "like the Rolling 
Stones." I can really appreciate that. DFA was a zeitgeist 
and nothing they could possibly do could top Youh a 
I'm a Machine. I also think that Mr. Keeler is aware that it's 
ring harder and harder to find genuinely refreshing rock, 
that a lot of people, myself included, have been turning to 
electronic music in search of something new. The Looks 
not be the most amazing techno album, but it is going to 
an indie-friendly introduction to the genre for those in 
of a new buzz. 
Rogue Wave - Descended Like Vultures 
I finally downloaded Descended Like Vulftlres a few weeks 
and I've become completely enthralled by Rogue Wave's 
Death Cab-for-grown-ups routine. I can't stop listening! 
best of all, unlike Mr. Gibbard, Zach Rogue seems to know 
how his body works! 
Ex-Models - Zoo Psychology 
Do you like the Bl~od Brothers? Do you wish they were 
abrasive, less structured, and made albums full of one 
songs?! Then Ex-Models are for you! 
Luke Simcoe will be back in a week with even more wqys for you to 
blow 1150 in fifteen minutes at a record store.- 1 
Tunng - Mothet's Daughter 
and Other Songs 
' Brady Ehler, OP Features Editor 
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Writing album reviews for a college paper is a 
labor of love. I only write about those bands 
that not only do I love, but specifically of bands 
that I love that I feel deserve more exposure. 
To be sure, I get a kick out of exposing 
unknown bands to a wider audience. It makes 
me feel like I'm doing the world some good, 
and besides ... I like to be the first to know 
about a great band that is destined to become 
extremely popular. 
So, it is with great pleasure that I introduce 
you all to Tunng, an electro-folk outfit hailing 
from London, UK Mother's Daughter is the best 
debut album I have heard in a long time. It 
blends the seemingly polar-opposite genres of 
electronica and folk with startling ease, especial-
ly since the music is a hybrid of singer-song- . 
writer contributions of Sam Genders and the 
electronic noodling of Mike Lindsey, a pair of 
blokes who had no previous interaction before 
creating music in Lindsey's studio. 
Lindsey and Genders complement each 
other like chips and mayo - you wouldn't think 
it would work, but it does. This is not cut and paste affair a 
Postal Service; the album leans more towards the folk side 
things in some songs, and more towards the electronic side 
others, but it all seems like if came from the same era. I'm 
sure when that era was or will be, but it reminds me of a 
futuristic parallel dimension set in 1960. 
Mother's Daughter is certainly a refreshing taste of choco-
late-mint ice cream in a freezer full of TV dinners. I must 
however, Tunng definitely takes a cue from the Notwist, 
more specifically, their 2003 album Neon Golden, although 
Tunng presses forward with new sounds and techniques· to 
push the genre a step further. 
p at the Plaza 
Montreal w/ Panurge - Plaza Club (September 1) 
.:hA'I!;;II'!•;:!I Mushaluk, OP Contributor 
was your average indie-pop show at the Plaza Club on September 1. The small club was abuzz with hip-
talk, beers were being consumed, and ironic t-shirts were out in full force. The thing that brought us all 
that night? Of Montreal. Kevin Barnes and Co. were in town for what was only their second 
show ever, and what was easily my most anticipated show of the summer. 
Panurge played the role of "opening band" that night, though I missed their entire set. This was partially 
because I had heard their older LP Thro1v D01vn the Reins, and to be honest, I didn't really dig it all 
much. Ok, ok, I had a nap before the show and overslept. All of that aside, I wasn't too disappointed to 
missed the band. I heard mixed reviews from other show-goers later in the evening, and really, I was 
there for Of Montreal. When Of Montreal did take the stage, they jumped right in to newer material 
their latest full-length, The S11nfandic T1vins. While the poppy delightfulness was what made the show 
a vves•om.e. the band's costumes didn't hurt either. Famous for crazy outfits and costume changes, this 
.., ,, ~:uu'" was no different than others of legend. Keyboardist Dottie Alexander was a vision in sequins and 
bassist Derek Almstead dressed like Shakespeare without the puffy collar, and Kevin Barnes was 
IIJres:sed as a woman. During one particular break in the set, during an impromptu sing along of "I've got a 
_ ,mun"" for love," another member of the band emerged: Georgie Fruit. Think Kevin Barnes in gold lame. 
enough, Georgie Fruit is given songwrit:ing credit on Of Montreal's forthcoming record, so keep an 
out for that when it's released. If that's not enticing enough, it's titled Hissing Fauna, Are You the 
IIJestr·oveJ"( which is all kinds of cool. 
The band had the costumes down pat, but the music was what kept me dancing. Quite a few songs from 
Sunfandic Twins were played, as well as several cuts from the excellent Satanic Panic in the Attic, and even 
material, which was nice. The only problem with the show was that it was plagued with bad sound, 
sometimes rendered Barnes' voice unintelligible. Also, Vancouverites have a bad habit of not dancing at 
ble shows. I know, you may spill your beer on your new sweater made by that local clothing designer 
Main that you love. This is fine, except that this was one concert that warranted a bit of grooving. There 
a strange mixture of people at the show that night as well, and hopefully some new Of Montreal con-
were made that night. My roommate commented later that it seemed as though people didn't know 
was a show going on, and instead expected to bump and grind the night away at whatever club night 
Plaza had going that evening. The one thing that brought the club kids and the indie kids together 
_ ,,uuk:u was the first song of the encore: a cover of Gnarls Barkley's "Crazy." It was extremely tight, and 
.............. u as if it had been written for Barnes' falsetto. Even I shook my bum just a little bit harder for that 
Did the show live up to my expectations? It exceeded them, in fact. Did you miss out if you weren't 
Absolutely, if you like having fun. Was it fantastic? Yes. Yes it was. 
eeditor@gma il.com 
Dr. Steven Sex & Dr. Marilyn Fairchild 
Every week the OPs resident sex experts and happi(y divorced couple annver your ques-
tions. If you ll'Ont to have a question answered I!J our sexperts, send an email to 
dr. steven.sex@gmailcom. Yott ca11 keep y o11r nai/Je confidential in f act, for legal reasons, 
we 'd prifer it that wqy. 
Dear Dr. Sex: I j ust turned 37 and I'm afreat!J having trouble achieving erection! I've 
been seeing my current girlfriend for two years, and I stili find her pretry s~, but some-
titnes no matter Jl'hat we do I can't get going! I've been eating more grapes fate!J, could that 
have something to do with it? a Limp in LAnglq 
Dr.S: Thanks a lot for your letter Limp. The first thing that you have to 
remember is that you are not alone. Men everywhere, regardless of age, expe-
rience erectile dysfunction. But trust me, there are many ways to defrost your 
freezer. However, contrary to popular belief, the fault does not lie in physiolo-
gy, psychology, or other such nonsense, it lies in the inability of most women 
to be sexy enough for their man. 
Dr.F: Here we go again . .. 
Dr.S: Don't start with me! Us ten I..impy, all you really need to do is to get 
your girlfriend to start dressing up a little sexier, acting a little sexier, and 
going that extra mile to remind you of the insatiable sex-beast you are. Men 
see dozens of sexy women every day; if your girlfriend can't take a few extra 
steps to set herself apart from the rest, who can blame you for having a 
droopy bulbasaur? 
Dr.F: As usual, my dear, you have this matter entirely backwards. 
Dr.S: All I'm saying is that if Limp's lady got "entirely backwards" every once 
in a while, he would be in business. 
Dr.F: Oyie. Limp, please forgive Steven, as usual he has forgotten that we are 
talking about a woman who you clearly love, and not just some piece of 
vibrating meat designed to bring you orgasm. My suggestion, contrary to the 
advice of Mr. Sex ... 
Dr.S: That's Dr. Sex. I didn't spend seven years becoming a sexologist to be 
called Mr. 
Dr.F: . .. contrary to what Mr. Sex says your problem lies, not in your girl-
friend being un-sexy, but in your overt attention towards other women. Keep 
your hands off your junk, don't watch as much porn, and rediscover the sexi-
ness that can only come from a woman whom you deeply love. Spend more 
time engaging in foreplay, I'm sure your partner will be more than willing to 
go the extra mile if she knows you are trying to be more intimate with her. 
Dr.S: Or you could just pop a Viagra or two ... she'U never know what hit her. 
Dr.F: Now Steven, if it didn't work for you, why would it work for anyone 
else? 
Dr.S: Ummmm ... well, until next week dear readers. Don't forget to send in 
your questions! 
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Snakes in Perspective 
Compiled hy various OP Snake Handlers 
Rather than fill the pages of the Other Press with pages upon pages o 
Snakes on a Plane, we've opted to bring you a look at a handful of asp 
Snakes in a Crowd: · 
Audience Reaction 
Vince Vim 
With the rowdy crowd in Snakes on a Plane, audience participation 
began even before the movie began with heckling of the trailers (''Are 
there snakes?"). While this may not be the next Roc-9' Ho"or Picture 
Show, it invited one of the most rowdy film crowds I have ever seen. 
Heckling everything from the product placement (Red Bull, PSP, 
Mountain Dew) to the amazing one-liners, the film prompts laughter 
and cheers. The audience went nuts during Samuel L. Jackson's line, 
"I want these muthaf+'*kin' snakes off this muthaf+'*kin' plane!" 
Ordinarily, talking during movies is taboo, but Snakes on a Plane is 
a film that warrants it. While certain scenes dictate certain reactions 
(such as scenes where characters get bitten on the eye, crotch, and 
nipple) you're largely encouraged to write your own. Whether you are 
shouting out dialogue from other Samuel L. Jackson flicks or having 
witty responses to lines (Samuel L: "You have to be strong." Me: 
"BECAUSE I LOVE YOU!"), you're guaranteed a good time. The 
film isn't that bad either. 
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Snakes on a Chart: 
Living up to 
th!.ph~1Pe 
What can be said about Snakes on a Plane that has not been said 
before? The hype leading up to its release was unlike any other fllm 
in history. But did it deliver? 
The plot was just as one would hope. It was nothing more than 
snakes, snakes on a plane. It was exacdy what everyone had wanted 
it to be. It was not a great fllm, but it was never meant to be. It was 
meant to be a classic B movie. It was meant to be the 
horror/ thriller movie that did not have a fancy plot, a big budget, 
great special effects, or terrific acting. And it did what it was meant 
to do. Like other cult favorites, such as The Roc.-9' Horror Picture 
Show, it was a film that relied on audience participation and fervor. 
If you did not cheer and jeer and comment and yell, you did not 
experience the film the way it was meant to be. 
Snakes on a Plane is the perfect bad horror movie. Blood and 
gore, screaming, terror and hot chicks getting bit by a snake on the 
boob. Okay, so maybe it's got a few unconventional aspects, but it 
delivers what it promises. Snakes on a Motheif**kin' Plane, yo! 
Sh-it on a Plane: 
Snakes Sucks 
Brady Ehler 
This movie is the biggest steaming pile of crap to ever reach 
10,000. Granted, the title is hilarious, and the joy of twisting the 
title to "_ on a _, to fit any given social situation is sure to earn 
back-slaps from your peers wherever you go. It's also hilarious that 
Sam Jackson is playing what is essentially a satirized version of 
himself. There is some great anti-humor here. However, take 
Jackson and the name away and what do you have left? You have 
A rmageddon with muthaf**kin' snakes, that's what. Look, I get it, I 
know it's supposed to be campy, I know that we're supposed to 
laugh at it because it's campy, but you know what? This movie is 
about snake-scale away from being a terrible movie that you can't 
laugh at. 
Snakes on a Plane: 
Could It Happen 
To Us? 
lain W. Reeve 
As much as I enjoyed Snakes on a Plane, it has caused me to wonder if 
Canadian airlines are as prepared for a snake related attack, as they 
claim to be for a human attack. 
SOAP proved that the greatest threat to safe air travel does not 
come from religious zealots, but from scaly, slithery, fork-tongued, 
death bringers. With this in tnind I suggest the following safety meas-
ures: 1) Metal detectors should be replaced with snake detectors. 
SOAP showed us that guns don't kill people, snakes do. And guns kill 
snakes, so people should be allowed to carry guns to defend them-
selves. 2) Samuel L. Jackson must be present on every trans-Atlantic 
flight. Otherwise panic and incompetence will ensure the death of all. 
3) At least one mongoose should be kept on board, for their speed, 
agility, and cunning allows them to kill most snakes. And lastly, 4) 
FBI informants should be transported by car, boat, rickshaw, or some 
other vehicle not as prone to snake attacks. We must follow these 
steps to ensure our survival, lest we forget the lessons of our past. 
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Bringing on the BTs 
BT - Richard's on Richards (August 25) 
Vince Vim, OP Contributor 
In support of the upcoming album This Binary Universe (scheduled to hit Canadian music 
stands September 5), breakbeat/trance artist BT took to the DJ booth at Richard's on Richards 
to spin a high-energy dance mix. Despite the fact that BT is not primarily known as a DJ, he 
creates a solid mix from start to finish, worthy of the best clubs in Europe. But, given that 
this is Vancouver's nightclub scene, BT fills and rocks the small-capacity space without effort. 
After the delayed admittance time (much later than what the ticket read as 9:30) and the 
warm-up act (which had few people on the floor ... myself included), BT took to the DJ booth 
for a two-hour set. Aptly named "The Laptop Symphony," BT eschews the traditional DJ 
turntables in favor of a Mac Powerbook, a mixing board, and a pair of headphones. While it 
may not be nearly as dynamic to watch as rapidly switching back and forth between vinyl, the 
net result is the same. 
BT is a highly versatile artist, tackling multiple genres of music within his own albums, 
movie soundtrack scores, and now as a DJ. Aficionados of BT's music will be well familiar 
with his DJ skills, which were well displayed in his previous remix albums Remixed and Rare and 
10 Years in the Life. Beat-matching seamlessly between tracks, the set list shows an evolution of 
sound, providing respite whenever necessary before going back into heavy pounding beats. 
Casual BT listeners, only familiar with his work appearing on video games and movie trail-
ers (with radio-friendly tracks such as "Never Gonna Come Back D own''), will likely miss out 
on some of the experience. Even for long-time BT listeners, the vast majority of the set-list 
was unfamiliar. territory, with only a few select singles from previous albums appearing in the 
mix, such as "Sonambulist" (from Emotional Technology) and "Flaming June" (from ESCM). As 
it stands, they are so heavily remixed that they are barely recognizable. However, he certainly 
keeps the crowd moving any way he can. 
Well-removed from the rave scene, the show was largely free of candy and pacifiers 
(although one or two club-goers did have glow sticks), which makes for a slightly more grown-
up show (although that really old and gross guy that tried to pick up my older sister came close 
to ruining the experience). Still, it is not necessarily intended for aging raver's intent on recap-
turing their wasted youth, with the crowd being a mixture of age groups. 
Still, BT liked to have fun with the crowd and did his best with the small venue, not only 
by playing his well-known tracks, but by throwing in a few surprises as well, such opening the 
set with a heavily remixed version of Marvin Gaye's "Sexual Healing" or tossing a bootleg of 
Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit" over a jacked-up techno beat. While old-school grunge 
fans might protest, those already hopped up on the beat didn't care, moshing and/ or dancing 
in accordance. 
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Into The Outfield 
yers on the fringes of baseball 
Jessica Smith, The Martlet (Umversity of Victoria) 
(CUP) - Staring down the pitcher, I bang my bat on the ground and dig my toes into 
dirt. This is going to be the hit mighty Casey wanted when he was at the bat. A crowd 
~rhc•ops, but the pitcher hasn't wound up yet and I haven't swung. We watch in awe as a stray 
sails over the left field fence and into our game. There's an organized league game on the 
F teruroy diamond, but we're playing a casual game of pick-up on the grass beyond the outfield. 
''We rure literally way out in left-field here," the catcher says and I laugh while we watch the 
-.,,,rt.er round second. 
Looking at the skilled teams on, the diamond, with their uniform. tight pants and a glove for ' 
player, I'm a little jealous and have a sense of being a loser outsider looking in on the 
game. 
Baseball as a metaphor for life isn't. new - anyone who's felt the thrill of getting to second 
(i.e. done some heavy petting) is awrure of the long history of cliche. For the moment I 
•12~01re how trite my thoughts are and take pride in being an outsider and identify myself with 
long lineup of them in baseball's history - the only difference between me and them is 
could play ball. 
The pitch of grass my friends and I are playing on is C-shaped, curving around the real 
~·uu:~ei~~- Its shape, along with our sense of self-deprecation and absence of talent, equipment 
enough players to cover all bases, gives us our name, the C-team. 
We are playing ball, but not in the American pastime sense. Since too few kids showed up 
cover all four bases, we're playing a game that is a relic from when baseball was a school 
bat-and-ball game. It was called Lapta in Russia and Rounders in England. 
There are only two bases and few rules: you can run when you want and hit where you 
(foul balls in any direction are called fair). You can't strike out in Lapta, or ever have too 
players on the same base at the same time. A lack of skill improves the game. Errors 
as players dropping the ball or tripping over their own feet give the runners more time to 
It's a little more violent - fielders can prevent runners from getting on base by tackling or 
lltl1PP•lng them, and can get them out by hitting them with the ball anywhere below shoulders. 
a tactic that was legal in American baseball until1845, when New York's Knickerbocker 
codified the rules and decided it was too dangerous. 
Our mini T-hall bat and the few gloves we have make us too sophisticated for Lapta, which 
originally played with a club or stick and bare hands. 
When the pitcher finally throws, I hit a short foul. Two fielders run for it, and into each 
ending up on the ground. The pitcher, Ryan, finally gets a hold of the ball, and throws it 
Taylor on base. She isn't paying attention, so it sails past her into the outfield, and I'm safe. 
-.u .. u~::w. our catcher, gives up in disgust and decides to climb a tree. 
"Twenty points for whoever hits Andrew," I yell, kidding, because none of us can hit that 
The line of trees by thl! road is our Green Monster (Fenway's legendrury left-field wall), and 
• nocki'ngAndrew off his ttee would be an out-of-the-park nome run. 
Russian influence on America's national sport was revived in the 30s and 40s when com-
_..,. .......... ·.>< newspapers founded by Russian immigrants used baseball news to integrate their immi-
readership with American culture, and also hook the American reader while introducing 
to their ideals. 
The papers published statistics from the Negro League alongside the American and 
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National League news, and lauded the skills of black players such as Jackie Robinson and 
Satchel Paige. Today those papers take credit for helping end institutionalized racism in the 
major leagues. 
Still, black ball players were outsiders in baseball long after Robinson broke the color barri-
er. When Satchel Paige was let into the majors after he'd been playing for more than 25 years, 
he said, ''The only change is that baseball has turned Paige from a second-class citizen to a sec-
ond-class immortal." 
Standing on base, trying to find commonality between immortals like Robinson and Paige 
and myself, I don't get anywhere. They had talent and drive - we're here on the fringes 
beyond the outfield because most of us lack both. I might dream of playing under the bright 
lights of a stadium, but most of the C-team came to hang out, do cartwheels between plays 
and lie around in the sun. 
Justin's up to bat now and there are three rurmers on base. He's a better thinker than slug-
ger, so he grabs the attention 'of the pitcher by yelling, "Hey, come get me," and bolts. He 
sprints out of the field and into traffic, giving all three runners time to score. As the two boys 
chase each other down the road the rest of us have time relax and catch our breath. 
I want to hit a home run. To smack it out of the park, break a window, tear the leather off 
the ball. I want to do what Joe Carter did. 
Carter was Toronto's darling, the ultimate insider and star in the '90s. I was nine in 1993 
when he hit the home run that ushered in three runs at the bottom of the ninth, wirming the 
World Series for the Jays the second year in a row. 
He was my hero that fall and during the major league players' strike that spanned m~ most 
awkward preteen years. The sense of right and wrong imparted to me by my father was 'entire-
ly based on what Carter would and would not do. Fighting or complaining? Joe wouldn't do 
that. Nor would he stuff leathery roast beef in his pocket to feed to the cat later, forget about 
it, and get caught when it came out in the wash. 
Carter didn't just perform the miracle of being the first player in history to end a World Series 
on a home run, he was also an honorable man. He protested the firing of his manager- Cito 
Gaston by wearing Gaston's number on his Jays shirt, and always thanked Christ for his suc-
cess. 
Today, Carter is an inspirational Christian speaker. I had stopped going to church by ·the 
time the players' strike ended, but I still hear an echoing voice of my father, "Do you think Joe 
would do that?" every time I see his MVP banner hanging in Toronto's Rogers Centre. 
When I step up to the plate again I'm channeling Carter, praying for the big hit that will 
bring me .into the game. Waiting for the friendly banter to wind down and the pitcher to wind 
up, it occurs to me that baseball is more than the legends of the players, games and fields -
some see romance in the game itself. It's the only major league game that doesn't run against 
the clock. The play incl).es forward at the pace of the pitcher's whim - you might say it's time-
less. The shape of the field starts at home plate and stretches out as far as you can hit a ball, a 
metaphor for possibility and some American dream. 
I dream of a big hit that knocks Andrew out of the tree for 20 points and bounces over 
fence into the outfield of the real game. 
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Greatest Movie Title Ever Molds Film 
to Own Likeness 
Brady Ehler, OP Features Editor 
Traditionally, initial audiences (and potential audiences) for upcoming films have contributed a 
relatively small influence to the finished product. However, with New Line Cinema's Snakes on 
a Plane, extensive internet buzz has influenced the film's final form in unprecedented ways, 
including changing the movie's rating. 
Most of us have heard of advance movie screenings, in which rough cuts of upcoming 
films are shown to test audiences. Depending on the reaction of the test audiences, certain 
scenes or characters may be altered, or cut entirely. Commonly, film crews actually go back to 
film additional material, in what is called pick-up shooting. 
The Snakes on a Plane fllm crew did do pick up shooting, but not because of unfavorable 
screening reviews, but rather because of the extensive internet buzz that surrounded the movie 
since the masses became aware of it's impending release. 
Why did so much buzz surround the fllm? When the buzz began, there wasn't a lot of 
information about it. There were obviously no detailed plot summaries available to the public. 
However, people knew this much: The working title for the movie was Snakes on a Plane, and 
the lead was Samuel L. Jackson of Pttlp Fiction fame. In fact, Jackson himself took the part 
because the movie was called Snakes 011 a Plane. 
When exactly did the buzz begin though? It must have been sometime early this year, right? 
Actually, people first began talking about Snakes before the movie entered production! Josh 
Friedman, a screenwriter, who was approached to re-write the script, wrote of his experience 
with SOAP in his blog, "I Find Your Lack of Faith Disturbing." He had this to say about the 
script: "I ask Agent the name of the project, what it's about, etc. He says: Snakes on a Plane. 
Holy shit, I'm thinking. It's a title. It's a concept. It's a poster and a logline and whatever else 
you need it to be. It's perfect. Perfect. It's the Everlasting Gobstopper of movie titles." 
Unfortunately, when the studio decided to change the name of the fllm to "Pacific Air 
Flight 121," Friedman backed out of the project. Ironically though, Friedman's blog actually 
inspired an alteration to the script! While writing the content of the movie, Friedman men-
tions, " I will not give away any of the plot details of Snakes On on a Plane. But know this. As 
the great Sam Jackson would say: There are mother£'** king snakes on the motherf**king 
plane." This led directly to Jackson's now famous line, "I'm tired of these motherf**king 
snakes on this motherf**king plane," which his character Neville Flynn shouts before shooting 
out a window of an in-flight airplane. 
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After Friedman's blog entry, more e-buzz than you can shake a snake at followed. One 
notable website, created in January of this year, "Snakes on a Blog," was created by fan, Brian 
Finkelstein in order to persuade New Line Cinema to send him to SOAP's premiere screening. 
The site, which contains Finkelstein's blog, fan written poems, fan trailers, fan, fan audio, fan 
forum, etc. eventually garnered enough attention, that Finkelstein got his wish and was sent to 
Hollywood for the screening. 
Under the weight of the internet buzz, brimming with Snakes on a Plane contests, parodies, 
merchandise sites, etc. the movie, which was originally to be a (presumably serious) PG-13 pro-
duction reverted the official name back to Snakes on a Plane from Pacific Air Flight 12. Later, the 
film crew went back to film an additional five days of footage in order to boost the film's rat-
ing from PG-13 to R in the US. 
Snakes on a Plane began as a serious project. The movie grew out of script by a first-time 
Hollywood writer, D avid D alessandro. The title for the original script was "Venom." The scrip1 
was to be flushed out by Friedman, who had worked on the movie adaptation of War of the 
Worfdr and directed by Hong Hong action director, Ronny Yu, who had directed the American 
films The Bride of Chttck:J and Fredtfy Vs. Jason. Between Sam Jackson being cast as the lead, the 
change of director to D avid R. Ellis, and the massive amount fun being at with the movie on 
the internet, the movie took a drastic turn from what it might have been, to what it eventually 
became and it was all based on the name. 
Snakes might have had a sad destiny as a low-brow, over the top action movie analogous to 
speed or even *gasp* speed 2. Fortunately, the movie ended up a low-brow, over the top action 
... that no one could possibly take seriously. Instead of becoming the movie equivalent to 
William Shatner's 1968 release, The Transformed Man, SOAP ended up more like Shatner's 2004 
release, Has Been. The difference being, that the production crew was in on the joke, instead of 
(merely) the butt of it. 
The amazing journey of this film in fundamental concept brings several questions to mind; 
is the beginning of the end of movie production as we know it? Will the masses, though the 
internet shape and twist upcoming fllms to make them better sellers before they hit the the-
atres? Will I ever see a fllm with the author's original script unadulterated by the brainless 
masses? Will this be more good than evil? 
I dearly wanted to touch 
on the state of suspense 
surrounding Insite this 
week, and the more I 
looked into it, the more 
black and white the 
issue became. Having 
recently followed the 
progress of Insite, the 
safe injection clinic in 
Vancouver's Downtown 
Eastside, it dawned on 
me how the controversy 
around it has changed 
since its ftrst year of 
operation. 
Little was said from 
Steven Harper in recent 
months leading to spec-
ulation that the progres-
sive conservatives were 
reluctant to allow the 
project to continue. 
Insite has been rec-
ommended by the 
Vancouver Coastal 
Health Authority and 
the BC Nurses Union 
to continue running for 
another three years. On 
Friday September 1st, 
Federal Health Minister 
Clement extended operation of Insite for another 16 months. Health Canada exempted 
from Section 56 of the Controlled Drugs and Substance Act. This is to allow for further 
.,. ,.~ ... ,u~.u on the impact Insite is having on crime, prevention and treatment. In the meantime 
.n•n= .. v•· r applications for new safe injection sites are not welcome until Insite's next decision 
of Dec. 31, 2007. 
As for Harper's Conservatives and their choice to defer the decision, it was the right choice 
limited flexibility atop the minority government. The Federal government has offered 
noiliing in me way of alternatives, and wiili me Olympics on me way, iliey expect them to do 
as little as possible to get in me way of Vancouver's preparation. As well, me pleiliora of 
research results mat have been published in leading medical journals worldwide provides a nice 
opt-out for arguments towards making me choice. 
Insite, along wiili me BC Centre for Excellence in HIV I AIDS is considered a leading inno-
vator by oilier cities befallen wiili similar challenges. 
Since Insite opened in 2003, me controversy around me clinic has changed, at least from a 
West Coast perspective. Instead of a morality issue wiili questions about crime and me attrac-
tion to new users, me debate becrune an East versus West waiting grune. 
Studies done in partnership wiili me clinic proved it has minimized me spread of HIV, and 
prevented a signiftcant number of overdoses. Boili of iliese results ease me stress on our 
healili care system, and are pure exrunples of integrating prevention into healilicare. As Canada 
rolls on into me 21st Century, our medical system is still years away from me long overdue 
medical revolution when healili and prevention are a part of our medical system and not just 
recommended in trendy magazines. 
The studies also found mere is less drug related litter (me always attractive used syringe), 
and mat crime rates haven't changed any since it opened. Even if Insite's results continue to 
prove beneficial to me community, why is it in question? 
When members of me community drove ilirough East Hastings wearing blinkers for me 
last twenty years, iliey accepted me area for what it had become. Now me city is quietly letting 
me natural progression of urban renewal take place, knowing mat by ignoring me inhabitants 
of this historic area as iliey will soon be someone else's problem. 
At me current rate, developers will continue encroaching me Downtown Eastside one 
building at a time, phasing out even more of me low income residential housing. If in ten to 
fifteen years the drug problem isn't minimized, it will merely have dispersed into oilier regions 
of me city. (Possibly me same areas inhabited by recently graduated Douglas College students.) 
Realistically, how long does Insite have to make a difference? 
My fear as a believer mat Insite is a step in me right direction, is mat me city and me feder-
al government see it only as calming effect to me area, a temporary solution while developers 
systematically remove all but a few of me area's low income buildings. 
It is highly unlikely mat Insite, if it continues to operate, will ever move. Renovation costs 
alone were $1.2 million, and beyond mat, it is furilier unlikely mat another community is going 
to allow a new safe injection site into me area to counter for displaced citizens from me down-
town eastside. 
Insite was never intended to clean up me eastside, and it's not me answer to ending me 
drug problems so deeply rooted in me area. But it isn't right to think mat Insite is going to 
perpetuate intravenous drug use in me area. Its seldom mentioned but much recognized mat 
me problem crumot be moved, and must be phased out over time. This is why me clinic is 
such an important fust step, not only for now but for me future. 
~ ....... ~ ..... ber 11th is not a dosed book 
It's hard to believe that ftve years have passed since that horriftc New York morning when 
lt:btOUtSaJ1ds lost their lives in the attacks of September 11, 2001. Undoubtedly, the media will 
a::t~JetJrate this anniversary by showing us, over and over again, footage of the sickening events 
took place that day. And for that day we will mourn, and the next we will return to our 
routines, thinking nothing more of exploding jetliners, collapsing towers, or the events 
9111. Indeed, the majority of people, especially in the United States, have accepted the offt-
story of 9111 as true. But the majority doesn't constitute the entirety. 
A quickly growing and increasingly organized group of people has a different idea than 
t about what happened in ew York ftve years ago. Calling themselves "The Truth 
ovt•m••nr" these people believe the United States government, among others, played a sinis-
part in the 9111 attacks. Some of them argue that the US government knew that the attacks 
coming and let them happen for their own benefit. Most, however, believe that Bush and 
cronies played a direct role in planning and coordinating the attacks as well as an elaborate 
Due to the inherent nature of conspiracy theories and those who are attracted to 
these "truthers" have not been taken seriously by most people. Regardless of how many 
the conspired theory has attracted, there will always be a select group of paranoids who 
everything out of proportion. There are some in the Truth Movement who would like 
to believe that no planes crashed into the towers at all and that thermonuclear bombs were 
~··rn.n<>tPn in the basements of the towers. Needless to say these types of people repel most 
folk from even considering their points of view, and by association, they perpetuate 
unfortunate view that the Truth Movement consists of nothing more than gullible and 
•~>norar1r people. Yes these people are conspiracy ilieorists, but mere is a bullet proof reason 
their existence. 
Conspiracy theories are common, particularly when a dramatic and far-reaching event 
The Moon landing and me JFK assassination are two good examples. The Moon land-
greatest effect was on American pride, aliliough some might say American arrogance. 
FK's assassination led to great short-term confusion and panic but ultimately did not affect 
average American's life. September 11 ili on me oilier hand has affected men, women, and 
• '='"'"" not only in the United States, not only in Norm America, but around me world. 
The US Patriot Act greatly expanded ilieir ability to spy on their own people, and Bush 
a step furilier to auiliorize me use of electronic eavesdropping on US civilians even if no 
IIW<l.lL<lHL had been obtained. 9 I 11 provided a pretext for war in Afghanistan, and ilianks to me 
pinionsu bmit@hotmai l.com 
terror-fearing public me us government created, led to 
me current Iraq war. Every single day people die as a 
direct result of American foreign policy stemming from 
9111. The vice-principal of my high school crune on me 
P.A. system me morning of the attacks to tell us "The 
world will never be me srune after today." He was right 
on me button, and mat is why me Truili Movement has 
to exist. 
September 11 ili is not a closed book, no matter what 
you've heard to the contrary. It's possible mat me offtcial 
story is true, and mat the conspiracy ilieorists are doing 
nothing but drawing at straws. Let me assure you, how-
ever, that it's not probable, and I would go as far as say-
ing it is almost impossible. It may not have been a US 
government conspiracy, but it certainly didn't happen me 
way we have been told it did. Don't just take my word 
for it, go out and find me information. Just make sure 
you have your thinking cap on. If you can sort ilirough 
me misinformation, me pure speculation, and me down-
right ridiculous, you'll find a lot of interesting stuff. 
This September 11th, mourn for me innocent victims 
who died five years ago, but don't forget about me inno-
cent victims in Afghanistan. Don't forget about me inno-
cent victims in Iraq. Don't forget about me soldiers, 
many younger man you and I, who have died in unneces-
sary wars waged for questionable reasons. Ask yourself 
how much the United States has gained ilianks to September 11th. Ask yourself how much the 
world has lost ilianks to it. No, September 11 ili is not a closed book because when so many 
innocent people die, when our lives are impacted so dramatically, and when "terrorism" 
becomes me answer to far too many questions, mat book should not be allowed to close until 
every single page makes sense. 
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Right Hook 
JJ McCullough, OP Columnist 
Political controversy is the lifeblood of the media; this is nothing new. No matter what country 
you live in, reporters and pundits are always on the prowl, searching for that latest scandal, 
shock, or slip-up to make tomorrow's front page. What once constituted a legitimately contro-
versial act seems to be fast slipping. At one time, words like "controversy" and "gaffe" were 
reserved for only the most bold or shocking pronouncements; political comments that truly 
captivated our minds with interest or horror. Yet today, increasingly, we see Canadian political 
columnists lapsing into a sort of institutional laziness. Nowadays it seems inevitable that any 
politician who dares propose an idea that is even remotely challenging to the status quo will 
soon be portrayed as a borderline lunatic. When this is the standard, it's hard not to be controversial. 
If a friend was to ask me how long I planned to continue writing for this newspaper I 
might reply that it depends who the editor is. Presumably that response wouldn't shock any-
one; it seems perfectly reasonable to leave a job if a particularly unpleasant boss is hired. Yet 
when Michael Ignatiaff suggested the exact same thing earlier last week, that his continued 
willingness to remain a Liberal MP was dependent on who won his party's leadership, he was 
soundly condemned. According to the Globe's Rex Murphy the comments "fell like a wrench 
into the guts of his campaign." Headlines declared Iggy's words to be "his latest misstep" 
while fellow leadership rival Scott Brison was soon describing the man as being "gaffe-prone." 
lgnatiaff, for his part, soon had to release countless retractions and clarifications, saying no, no, 
no you misunderstood me, this is how I reai!J feel... all this for daring to define the terms of his 
own career. 
Controversy is now considered as an end in itself. The media treats it as an inherently nega-
tive occurrence, and expect politicians to avoid its taint at all costs. Many have clucked their 
tongues at Stephen Harper as of late for precisely this reason. The Prime Minister, after all, has 
committed the great sin of Canadian politics: he is not plqying well in Q11ebec. 
Have you ever been to a focus group? They're very odd. Often used in marketing research, 
these small selections of randomly chosen people are brought together as a sampling of public 
opinion to gauge how folks feel about a particular product or issue. 
Recently, my foundation conducted a focus group about global warming to see where peo-
ple are at in their understanding of this complex and challenging problem. The results? Let's 
just say they were disconcerting, to say the least. 
Simply put, most people don't have a clue. The majority felt that global warming was a 
pretty important problem and they were concerned about it. But when pressed as to why it was 
a problem or what caused the problem, all hell broke loose. 
Apparently, according to the average Joe, global warming is happening because we've creat-
ed a hole in the ozone layer, allowing the sun's rays to enter the atmosphere and heat up the 
earth- or something like that. The cause of the problem is cars, or airplanes, or aerosol cans. 
No one really knows for sure. 
This is really quite remarkable. I would have thought that such confused understandings of 
the issue would have been commonplace five or six years ago, but with global warming being 
in newspapers on practically a daily basis this spring, on the front cover of magazines, in the-
atres (An Inconvenient Tmth), and a hot political issue as well, surely people would get it by now. 
Apparently I was wrong. People don't get it. This is a big problem, because if people don't 
get it, then they don't really care, so politicians and CEOs don't really care, and status quo rules 
the day. And blindly we march into the sunset. 
But while science magazines are all talking about carbon sequestration and climate-forcing 
mechanisms, the average person is still trying to decipher the nature of the problem itself. 
True, few citizens need to understand the complicated nuances of atmospheric science or the 
various mechanisms of the Kyoto Protocol, but people cannot care about things they do not 
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"Harper's Honeymoon Corning to an End" proclaims one headline, " Political Fallout for 
Harper in Quebec" says another. In deeply concerned tones, these articles scold Harper for 
controversial stance on the Lebanese war; a stance which in turn has alienated voters of the 
'belle province.' Meaningless, scary words like 'Bush-style' and 'hard-right' tend to be thrown 
around in such columns, collectively painting a picture of Harper as an irrational man who 
simply makes arbitrary and strange political decisions with little justification. 
Of course, we rarely get into the specifics of exactly why he has alienated Quebecers in th 
first place. Perhaps because the real explanation, namely that Quebec culture tends to breed 
hysterically anti-American, anti-Israel, and often anti-Semitic sentiment, is so unpleasant to dis 
cuss. Easier to just portray the matter as the Prime Minister's problem, an inevitable byproduq 
of his controversial personality. 
In another era, one might be tempted to call Harper's support for a close Canadian ally lik 
Israel a "policy stance." Today's journalists have decided that politicians no longer make policjj 
however, just a string of bizarre, random pronouncements, to be sensationalized and scandal-
ized, but above all, never viewed with any degree of context or common-sense. 
People will deny that the Canadian media has a liberal bias. But when we look at the uncle 
lying philosophical principles that seem to guide many Canadian editorial pages these days-
controversy is inherently bad, the status quo is the only thing worth defending, and the right 
decision is whatever polls highest we see an ideology that could have been lifted straight from 
the Jean Chretien re-election handbook. We may have a Conservative government, but the 
Liberal mindset continues to march on. 
understand. If our leaders are to take the issue seriously, the public must have at least a basic 
understanding of it. 
So, to clarify- the ozone layer· is a part of the atmosphere way up high that helps shield 
the earth from the sun's most harmful rays. A couple of decades ago, scientists realized that 
some of the chemicals we were using in our industries and homes were fmding their way into 
the upper atmosphere, reacting with the ozone and destroying it. Scientists were concerned 
that if this continued, it would thin the vital protective layer, leading to increased skin cancers 
and crop damage. They sounded the alarm bell, the international community responded with 
the Montreal Protocol to phase out ozone-depleting substances, and today the ozone layer is 
gradually healing itself. 
Global warming is a quite different phenomenon. Again, it's a human-made problem, but 
this time it's due to the heat-trapping gases we are putting into the atmosphere from our indu! 
tries, cars and homes. These gases act like a blanket, keeping more heat near the earth's surfao 
More heat also means more energy in the atmosphere, which means more frequent or severe 
extreme weather events like droughts, storms and floods. 
With each new piece of research, the expected effects of global warming become clearer, 
more urgent and more disturbing. Scientists say this will be one of the biggest challenges 
humanity will face this century. Right now we are not tackling the issue fast enough or direct 
enough to escape the most severe consequence. 
So if you understand what global warming is, and what it isn't, please tell your friends. 
Please speak up and help ensure that we don't continue to grope blindly into the future, seard 
ing in the darkness for a light switch. Because at this rate, by the time we fmally reach it, it rna 
no longer work. 
• 

WTFiction 
We Were Just Kids 
Hailey McCarthy-Goode, OP Contributor 
We strolled quietly and coolly down the road. Short hairs of green grass spurted 
through the cracks, reaching and spreading out for new life. The summer had left a heaping 
scorch across the earth, we r~veled in the humidity. 
thing. 
A car swiftly drove by our sweating bodies. 
I hid. 
The sweat poured sweetly down my neck. I never thought that it could do such a 
Sweat. 
It was like a living organism, spreading coarsely across our peeling skins. Sun scorch 
taking another as victim. 
We panted. 
The sun slowly snuck behind the hill shaped like a Mohawk. The radio tower glinted 
at the top. The light flashed frantically as if in Morse code, trying to speak. 
I should have seen it ... 
We trudged further on. The sweltering heat now bothered, lake water now mixing 
with skip.ny sweaty beads. The sun still reached its warm whips to keep moonlight trepid. Sweat 
cascaded waterfalls into pools, which were strewn in a trail behind us. Moon kept a steady timid 
tail. 
Black dog snapped defensively as we trundled toward our destined. The dog seemed 
lost and hazy in its erratic jumping and leaping against a metal fence. His snarls and whimpers 
smothered in the stringy slobber em·eloping his ready to bite teeth. His black, beady eyes glared 
menacingly at me. 
I cowered awav. 
I should have seen ... 
I rurned to gaze at my friends. Their shorts explained it all. Their lake-wet clothes 
clung to their bodies, as did mine, and they wrinkled as we walked, no less hiked, towards the 
hovse. The hard asphalt beneath out feet strengthened our growth. The squishy noises from 
our bare feet in our sopping wet sneakers. 
Our hair was matted, by the lake water, to our boiling heads. It was really a sight to 
see. Almost sickening. !he four of us girls journeyed, wet and trailing, down the long main 
drag. The day had been fun ... 
Yet it always was in those days. 
Always. 
The smell of the dirty water hung in the air like trolls breath. 
The sun was now down. It's last light still shone, not wanting to say good-bye ... 
l should have ... 
He drove fast. His 'car, brightly red, refresbing, yet horrifying, came hurdling, making 
knifelike cuts through the humid air. 
We were only kids. Coming home from ·a day at the lake. We were but a long shot 
from the willow tree beside the driveway. The swing swung beckoningly in the light breeze that 
passed. The house, with the dazzling green ivy grow:ii}.g wildly across its face, not blemished 
but freckled. 
Beautiful. 
He swerved. 
The two and I jumped, the other ... 
SMASH! 
Debris flew as disorientation and disbelief blanketed truth. 
The car wedged her between a meridian and his fender bender. 
He got out sleepily, laughed, incoherently muttering, disregarding the obscene 
destruction and the deep pain to ensue. As he rounded his vehicle his face thickened as he 
realized what he had done. He collapsed to the glass-strewn pave. 
skin. 
They ran out of their house. 
Tears ran down our dirty faces, prickling, making rows of clean, polished, sunburnt 
They gasped. 
I should ... 
The woman huddled into her husbands' arms. 
We were only kids. 
Homebound kids, after hard days' work building mud castles, with the thick, gooey 
sand. We had laughed gleefully at nosey dogs and boys playing Frisbee. I wheezed in intervals 
as they laughed even more and harder at that. 
Now my breath ceased. 
The blood streamed and pooled with the sweat, the oil, the destruction. The red 
gleamed in the last rays of the sun as it shut us into darkness. 
I... 
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WORD ON THE STREE I BY MEYSAM MOTAZEDI 
What do you think of the motherf*@cking snakes on the motherf*@cking plane? 
/ 
HOUMAN WENDY MATT 
Heuman, a first year student at 
Douglas responds: " For me, the 
movie lacked both substance and 
significance so I decided to boy-
Wendy says, " I'm not at all into 
movies so whether it's Snakes on a 
Plane or Dragons on a Bicycle I 
could care less." 
Matt, a first year student studying 
Political Science at Douglas 
responds: " I'm not quite sure 
what all the hype surrounding the 
movie is about cause to me it's 
nothing but a mediocre, cliche, 
Hollywood Film. I checked out 
Pirates of the Caribbean though!" 
cott it all together." 
Classifieds 
Students advertise for freer 
For free student classifieds up to 30 
words, email: 
othereditor@yahoo.ca with your 
name, student number, and desired 
section, and put "classified" in the 
subject line. 
Fast Cash Ads: 3 lines, 3 times 
for $20 (30 words max). Open rate 
of $5 per line. Enquiries: call our 
advertising manager at 
604.525.3542. 
Pictures 
Classified pictures are $10 each 
printing. The picture size is 3.5cm x 
2.5cm, black and white. 
When placing an ad please remem-
ber ... 
All ads must be received by 
Thursday to be published in the 
following Wednesday's paper. 
Check your ad for errors and please 
call or email our offices to report 
any corrections. To ensure the 
integrity of our student newspaper, 
we reserve the right to revise, 
reclassify, edit, or refuse your ad. 
For Sale 
Two 128MB Memory Modules 
184PIN DDR PC2100 DIMM 
With original packages. 
A Steal at $45! E-Mail me at 
email@scottelliott.com. 
1980 Honda CB650 
parts, $5 and up. Email 
redcoat1812@hotmail.com. 
Accessories Pack for any cellular phone for $40. 
Package includes battery, screen protector, desk-
top charger, car charger, and leather case. Items 
retail for $60 if purchased seperately! Brand 
New. If interested, please call Andre at 
778.883.6805. 
Herbal products to improve your health. 
Choose an alternative to conventional medicine. 
Safe and easy to use. Contact Alex at 
natural_cures@hotmail.com or 604.589.8728. 
HP 722C printer, new colour ink cartridge $75. 
Epson colour 800 printer, 2 new black ink car-
tridges $60. 
Can see both operating. 778 - 885 - 5476 
Submit Classifeds to classifieds at editor.otherpress@gmail.com 
Services 
Tutor/Proofreader (Ph.D) $25/hour for essays, 
thesis, etc. 604.837.1016 
or editor888@hotmail.com. 
Professional tutor, writing coach, and editor can 
help with English 130, 106, 112, and 109; also 
Business Communications, reports, letters, and 
resumes. Quality guaranteed. The Writer's 
Touch, www.writerstouch.net 604.437.6069. 
Vancouver Support group for stutterers. Every 
alternate Friday, 7-9pm. Room 4310, New West 
campus. For more info, contact Mary Rose 
Labandelo: 604.526.1735. 
Wanted 
OPTions for Sexual Health (formerly Planned 
Parenthood) is looking for volunteers to assist 
on the Facts of Life Line, a toll-free, confiden-
tial, sexual health information and referral 
resource line. Call 604.731.4552 ext. 224, or 
visit www.optionsforsexualhealth.com. 
AVID HALO 2 PLAYER Need to have Halo2 
game and XBOX Live. Please contact by email. 
Jamie Campbell. Jamie 
Campbell12345@hotmail.com. 
WATER POLO Players Wanted 
Students interested in participating 
in Intramural/Varsity Douglas Water Polo 
call: (604)m-6029(ext.# 3) or 
email:sessionpolo@yahoo.ca 
for more information. 
Teach English 
Overseas 
~~ ~~~--
e Intensive 60-Hour Program 
e Claaaroom Management Techniqu-
e Detailed L-aon Planning 
• Comprehensive Teaching Materials 
e Internationally Recognized Certificate 
e Teacher Placement Service 
e Job Guaran- Included 
e Thousands of Satisfied Studente 
• OXFORD 
SEMINARS 
780-428·8700 /1-800· 779-1779 
www.oxfordseminars.com 
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